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Abstract 
Let F be a simply connected figure formed from a finite set of cells of the planar square 
lattice. We first prove that if F has no peak (a peak is a cell of F which has three of its 
edges in the contour of F), then F can be tiled with rectangular bars formed from 2 or 3 cells. 
Afterwards, we devise a linear-time algorithm for finding a tiling of F with those bars when 
such a tiling exists. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of tiling a finite figure of the plane using copies of  a finite set S of 
basic tiles is at the junction of different opics of mathematics: group theory, graph the- 
ory, geometry. Conway and Lagarias [3] have obtained important results using Cayley 
graphs of  'tiling groups'. Their work has been prolonged by Thurston [8], which has 
produced algorithms to tile a figure without hole with lozenges, or with dominoes. 
The case when the set of  basic tiles is a set of bars (i.e. rectangles of length i and 
width 1, where i is an integer such that i~>2) has been studied with a special atten- 
tion. According to notations previously used, hi (respectively vi) denotes the horizontal 
(respectively vertical) rectangle i x 1 and only translated copies of the basic bars are 
allowed. Thurston's ideas have been taken again by Kenyon [4], which have obtained 
an algorithm to tile a simply connected figure when the set S is {hm, vn}, where m and 
n are fixed integers. 
On the other hand, the problem of tiling generated by set {hm, vn} been studied 
with purely combinatorial methods. Beauquier and Nivat [2] have given a very easy 
characterization of simply connected figures admitting a unique tiling. Robson [7] has 
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proved that, the general problem of the existence of such a tiling is NP-complete when 
m>~3 or n~>3. 
The subject of this paper is the problem of tiling generated by set {h2, vz, h3, v3}. 
The tiling group of these tiles is Z 2, thus it gives us no information. Hence, we have 
to use only combinatorial methods. Our main result is the following: 
Main result. There is an O(n)-time algorithm which when given a simply con- 
nected figure of F formed from n cells of the square lattice of the plane will de- 
cide if F can be tiled using tiles from set {h2, v2,h3, v3} and if it can, produces a 
tiling. 
We first prove that a class of simply connected figures (figures with no peak) 
can be tiled with these bars. We use this result to obtain a characterization of sim- 
ply connected figures which can be tiled. At the end, we get a linear algorithm of 
tiling. 
2. Definitions 
A cell is a (closed) unit square of the plane ~2 whose center has integer coordinates. 
The cell (x, y)  denotes the cell whose center is point (x, y). 
Cells (x - 1, y), (x + 1, y), (x, y + 1 ) and (x, y - 1 ) are, respectively, the left, right, 
upper and lower neighbor of cell (x, y). 
A path of cells is a sequence (C1,C2 .. . . .  Cp) such that, for each integer i with 
l<~i < p, Ci+l is a neighbor of Ci. A figure is a union of cells. A figure F is 
connected if, for each pair (C, C/) of  cells of F, there exists a path (C1, C2 .. . . .  Cp) 
formed from cells of F, such that C = C1 and C ~ = Cp. I f  figure E2_  F (i.e. the 
figure formed from cells which are not in F )  is connected, we say that figure F has 
no hole. A figure F is simply connected if figures F and E2 _ F are both connected. 
A figure is finite if it contains a finite number of cells. 
Let m be a positive integer. An m-bar is a rectangle of length m and unit width, 
formed from the union of m neighboring cells. A tiling /7 of a figure F with 2-bars 
and 3-bars is a set of those bars such that each cell of  F is included in exactly one 
element of set /7.  
A figure F is HV-filled if each cell of  F has exactly one label on the set {H, V} 
and each cell labeled H (respectively V) has its left or right (respectively lower or 
upper) neighbor which is in F and is labeled H (respectively V). 
Lemma 2.1. A finite figure F can be tiled with 2-bars and 3-bars if and only if F 
can be HV-filled (see Fig. 1). 
Proof. Assume that F is tiled with 2-bars and 3-bars. Each cell of F which is in a 
horizontal bar (i.e. a bar formed from cells which have the same second component y)  
can be labeled by H and each cell of  F which is in a vertical bar (i.e. a bar formed 
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Fig. 1. HV-filling and tiling with 2-bars and 3-bars. 
from cells which have the same first component x) can be labeled by V, which gives 
a HV-filling of F. 
The converse part is done by induction on the size (i.e. the number of  cells) of the 
figure: the case when F is an isolated cell is obvious. Now, let n be an integer, with 
n >~ 2, and assume that the result is true for each figure of  size m, with 0 < m < n. Let 
F be a figure of size n which is HV-filled. Let A be a cell of F such that the left and 
upper neighbors of  A are not elements of F (such a cell necessarily exists). Assume 
that A is labeled by H (the case when A is labeled by V is treated in a symmetric 
way). This fact yields that cell A + (1,0) is labeled by H. 
Let F '  be the figure defined as follows: 
(i) i fA +(2 ,0 )  is labeled by H and A +(3 ,0)  is labeled by V, then F '  is defined 
by: F '  = F - B, where B is the 3-bar formed from cells A,A + (1,0) and A + (2,0). 
(ii) otherwise, F '  is defined by: F = F - B', where B' is the 2-bar formed from 
cells A and A + (1,0). 
F '  is HV-filled, thus, by induction hypothesis, F '  can be tiled, which gives a tiling 
of F. [] 
From this remark, in the following of the paper, we will study the problem of 
HV-filling a figure. 
A peak of a figure F is a cell of  F which has at most one neighbor in F. A peak is 
degenerated if it has no neighbor in F. A bridge of a figure F is a cell of F which has 
exactly two neighbors in F which are opposite (i.e. either the left and right neighbors 
or the lower and upper neighbors). 
Let C be a cell which is either a peak or a bridge of a figure F can be HV-filled. 
Remark that the label of  C is the same for any HV-filling of F and can be computed 
from the set of neighbors of  C which are in F. 
Let F be a finite figure with neither peak nor bridge. If each cell of F is labeled 
V (respectively H),  then a HV-filling of F is obtained and, thus, F can be tiled with 
vertical (respectively horizontal) 2-bars and 3-bars. 
A snake of a figure F is a path (CI, C2 . . . . .  Cp) tbrmed from distinct cells of F 
which have at most two neighbors in F. The snake-figure induced by (G ,  C2,..., C/~) 
is the figure formed from all the cells of the snake. Cells CI and Cp are called the 
extremities of the snake, or of the snake-figure. 
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Fig. 2. Regions of a figure. 
Proposition 2.2. Let (Cj, C2 . . . . .  Cp) be a snake of figure F and let S be the snake- 
figure 9enerated by (C1, C2 .. . . .  Cp). At least one of the following alternatives holds: 
(i) figure S can be HV-filled, 
(ii) figure S - Cp can be HV-filled. 
Proof. Obvious, by induction on integer p. [] 
3. Figures with no peak 
The aim of this part is the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a simply connected finite figure with no peak. Figure F can 
be HV-filled. 
Proof. We need some definitions: Let B be a bridge of a figure F and let Se the 
largest snake-figure containing B (we say that SB is the snake figure generated by B). 
The figure F ~ obtained from F by deleting all the snakes-figures generated by bridges 
is not necessarily connected. A connected component of F ~ is called a region of F. 
The graph of the regions (see Fig. 2) o f f  is the undirected graph T = (V,E) where: 
(i) set V is the set of regions of F, 
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(ii) a pair {R,R ~} is an element of E if and only if there exists a snake-figure S
generated by a bridge, such that figure R U S U R' is connected. 
Since F has no hole, T is necessarily a tree (a similar tree is used in [9] to tile 
a figure from set {h2,v2,h3}). The proof of  Theorem 3.1 is done by induction on 
the number of vertices of  T. If T has only one vertex, then F has no bridge and, 
consequently, can be HV-filled. If T has n vertices (with n ~> 1), let R be a region of F 
which is a leaf of  the tree of  regions of  F and let S be the only snake-figure generated 
by a bridge such that R U S is connected (S is unique since F is simply connected). 
Figure F ' ,  defined by: F"  = F -  (R U S), has no peak and the tree of regions of  F"  
has n 1 vertices. Thus, by induction hypothesis, F"  can be HV-filled. 
We prove that figure R U S can also be HV-filled: Let A and A I be cells of, respec- 
tively, R and S, which are neighbors. By symmetry, we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that A ~ is the right neighbor of  A. According to Proposition 2.2, it suffices 
to study the two following cases. 
Case 1 : the snake-figure S can be HV-filled. In this case, figure R can be HV-filled 
only using label V. 
Case 2: the snake-figure S -  A ~ can be HV-filled. In this case, figure R U A' can be 
HV-filled only using label H. 
It follows that, in any case, figure R U S can be HV-filled which finishes the proof 
by induction. [] 
4. Simply connected figures 
In this part, we use the result of  Section 3 to give a characterization of simply 
connected figures which can be HV-filled, since some simply connected figure cannot 
be HV-filled (see Fig. 3). For simplification, we say that cells of  R 2 -F  are labeled 
O (for 'out'). 
Definition 4.1. Let F and F ~ be figures such that F '  is included in F, F is HV-filled 
and cells of  F"  = F - F t are not labeled. A generalized peak (g-peak for short) of 
F"  is a cell C of  F - F ,  such that at least three of  its neighbors are labeled and (at 
least) one of the following propositions holds (see Fig. 4): 
(i) the left and right neighbors of C are labeled V or O, and another neighbor of 
C is labeled H or O; 
liiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiliiiilillliiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
Fig. 3. Figure which cannot be HV-filled. 
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Fig. 5. Notations of Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) the upper and lower neighbors of C are labeled H or O, and another neighbor 
of C is labeled V or O. 
I f  conditions (i) and (ii) simultaneously hold, we say that cell C is a 
degenerated g-peak. Otherwise, we say that C is a vertical (respectively horizontal) 
g-peak, if (i) (respectively (ii)) holds. 
Remark that: 
(i) in the special case when F = F t and F"  = 0, the g-peaks are the peaks of F, 
(ii) each g-peak of F"  is a peak of F" ,  but a peak of F"  is not necessarily a 
g-peak, 
(iii) let C be a non-degenerated vertical g-peak of F" ,  and C ~ be the neighbor of 
C which is in F" .  I f  F can be HV-filled by extending the HV-filling of F ,  then C 
and its neighbor which is in F"  are both labeled V in such a HV-filling of F. 
Theorem 4.2. Let F 
HV-filled, figure F",  
labeled. I f  figure F"  
and F ~ be finite figures such that F ~ is included in F ,F  ~ is 
defined by: F"  = F - F ~, has no hole and cells o f  F"  are not 
has no 9-peak, then figure F can be HV-filled. 
Proofi By induction on the number n of (non generalized) peaks of figure F" .  I f  
n = 0, figure F"  can be HV-filled, from Proposition 3.1, which gives the result. 
I f  n > 0, let P be a peak of F" .  Let (C], C2 . . . . .  Cp) be the longest snake of figure 
F"  such that P = Cp (see Fig. 5). 
We have two cases: 
(i) the snake-figure S induced by (C1, C2 . . . . .  Cp) can be HV-filled. 
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Let G t = F t U S. Figure G t can be HV-filled and figure G tt = F - G' has n - 1 
peaks and no g-peak. Moreover, G" has no hole. Thus, by induction hypothesis, figure 
F can be HV-filled. 
(ii) figure S -  P can be HV-filled. 
Remark that figure F t U P can be HV-filled: since P is a peak and is not a g-peak, 
one of the following facts holds: 
(a) its left or right neighbor is labeled H. Thus, cell P can be labeled H; 
(b) its upper or lower neighbor is labeled V. Thus, cell P can be labeled V. 
Thus, as in case(i), figure G / can be HV-filled and, by induction hypothesis, figure 
F can be HV-flled. [] 
Remark 4.5. Figure F"  may have several connected components. 
5. Algorithm and complexity 
Theorems of previous parts permit to have an algorithm of tiling with 2-bars and 
3-bars: the input is a simply connected fgure F and the algorithm tells whether F can 
be tiled with 2-bars and 3-bars or not. If F can be tiled, the algorithm gives a tiling. 
This algorithm can be decomposed in steps as follows (see Fig. 6): 
Step 1: Find a partition of  F, formed from two subfigures F ~ and F H such that: 
(i) F t is HV-filled, 
(ii) F" has neither hole nor g-peak. 
(if such a partition does not exist, F cannot be tiled). 
Step 2: Find a partition of  F, formed from two subfigures G t and G tt such that: 
(i) F tC_G t and G"C_F",  
(ii) G' is HV-filled, 
(iii) G" has neither hole nor peak. 
Step 3: HV-fill fgure G", using Theorem 3.1, which achieves to HV-fill figure F, 
Step 4: Obtain a tiling of F (using the HV-filling of F which has been previously 
constructed, according to Remark 2.1). 
We successively study each step. Integer n denotes the size of F (i.e. the number 
of  cells that F contains): 
Step 1: We use a HV-filled figure F s and a list L of  the generalized peaks of figure 
F -FS .  
Initialization: We state F~ = f) and L0 is a list of the peaks of figure F. 
Main loop: 
(a) If L is empty then stop (end of step 1): we have F '  = Ff and F H - F F t. 
(b) If L is not empty, let C be the first cell of list L. 
(1) If C is a degenerated g-peak, the algorithm stops: there exists no HV-filling 
of F. 
(2) Otherwise, cell C is labeled V if C is a vertical #-peak, or H if C is 
a horizontal g-peak. Moreover, if a neighbor C t of  C has no label, then 
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Fig. 6. Execution of the algorithm. 
After step 4 
C t takes the same label as C. We state: F[+ 1 = F/U C U C ! if C t exists, 
or F,'+I = F~ ~ U C otherwise. List L is updated by deleting C and adding 
eventual new y-peaks, which are necessary neighbors of C or C ~. 
Remark that all the labels which are given are forced, which proves that there exists 
no HV-filling of  F in case (b)(1). One can easily prove, by induction on integer i, 
that figure F -F/~ has no hole, which yields that F"  has no hole. 
We note that each passage through the main loop only takes constant ime, since 
it only examines the cells which are neighbors of C or C .  There are at most O(n) 
passages through the main loop, and so the running time of step 1 is at worst O(n). 
Step 2: We use a HV-filled figure G[ and a list L' of the generalized peaks of figure 
F - G[. 
Initialization: We state G~ = F ~ and U is a list of  the generalized peaks of figure 
F"  = F - Go. 
Main loop: 
(a) If L' is empty, then stop (end of step 2): we have G ~ = G[ and G" = F - G ~. 
(b) I f  L ~ is not empty, let C be the first cell of  list L and let (CbC2,.. . ,Cp) 
be the longest snake of G[ such that Cp = C, and let S be the snake-figure in- 
duced by (CI,C2 .. . . .  Cp). Figure G~+ 1U S is HV-filled as it has been seen in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2. Moreover, list L' is updated by deleting C and we state: 
G~+ 1= G[ U S. 
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We note that the i th passage through the main loop takes O(pi) time units, where pi 
denotes the length of the snake used in the ith passage. Thus, step 2 needs 
ZO(pi) = O(Y, pi). Thus, the running time of step 2 is at worst O(n), since ~'Pi ~n. 
Step 3: We use a figure G~' with neither peak nor hole and the tree T, of regions 
of G~'. 
Initialization: We state: G~ ~ = G" and To is constructed. 
Main loop: 
(a) If G;' is empty, step 3 is finite: figure F is HV-filled. 
(b) If G;' is not empty, let R be a region of Gy which is a leaf of tree Ti, and 
S be the only snake-figure such that generated by a bridge of G;' such that R U S is 
connected. Figure H i' = R U S is HV-filled as described in the proof of Theorem 3.l. 
We state: G;+~ G;' - /4, ."  and ~+~ is obtained by deleting R to tree ~. 
The construction of To easily comes from the classical algorithm of searching for the 
biconnected components of a unidirected graph (see [1] for example), thus the running 
time of the initialization is at worst O(n). 
Moreover, we note that the ith passage through the main loop takes O(n~) time 
units, where n, denotes the number of cells of figure /4,.. Thus, step 3 needs at most 
O(n) + XO(pi) = O(n) time units. 
Step 4: We use the method described in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Thus, one can 
easily see that step 4 needs at most O(n) time units. 
Since the running time of each step is at most O(n), the running time of this 
algorithm is at most O(n). 
Remark that a decision algorithm for the tiling is reduced to step 1. 
6. Open problems 
The most natural question which now arises is the complexity of the problem of 
tiling a figure which can eventually have holes with 2-bars and 3-bars. Notice that 
the problem of tiling a figure with 2-bars only is a matching problem in a graph and 
consequently can be solved in a polynomial time, while the problem of tiling a figure 
copies of {h3, v2} is NP-complete (see [7]). 
Another question which has not been previously studied is the problem of tiling a 
figure of the planar hexagonal lattice with 2-bars and 3-bars. In this lattice, the problem 
of tiling a simply connected figure with 2-bars can be solved in the linear time (see 
[5]), and the problem of tiling a figure with 3-bars seems to be very difficult (see 
[6,8]). 
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